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Abstract 
We report on the magnetization reversal and micromagnetic configurations of Co(10 nm)/Pd(0.8 nm)/Co(10 nm) and 
Co (20 nm)  nanodisks studied as a function of the disk diameter. Using magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) we 
show that the magnetic fields of vortex nucleation and annihilation decrease while the nanodisk diameter increases. 
We have discovered that in an array of trilayer nanodisks with diameters D = 200 nm, direct exchange through 
pinholes and interlayer indirect ferromagnetic exchange coupling promote the formation of a non-uniform “S”-like 
state with opposed magnetic moments in adjacent Co layers. In larger trilayers nanodisks (D = 400 - 800 nm) the 
vortex state, like in single layer nanodisk, is formed. 
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1. Introduction 
Due to the ever increasing data storage density in spintronic devices, the size of functional elements, 
such as spin-valves and magnetic tunneling junctions (MTJs), becomes smaller year in year out. As a 
result, the critical magnetic fields that characterize magnetization reversal and magnetic ordering in the 
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top and bottom magnetic layers change significantly. At present, the multilayer magnetic nanostructures 
consisting of magnetic and nonmagnetic layers are studied intensively to control their magnetic properties 
for instance through strain engineering or indirect exchange [1-3]. In contrast to individual disk shaped 
magnetic multilayers, arrays of disks are coupled by strong magnetostatic interaction, which affects 
magnetization reversal [3].  In addition to magnetostatic interactions between dots, the magnetic layers 
within one dot are coupled by indirect exchange interaction that oscillates from ferromagnetic (FM) to 
antiferromagnetic (AFM) state with the thickness of the (normal metal) interlayer [4]. In reference [3] 
micromagnetic simulations showed that AFM exchange coupling induces either an antiparallel single 
domain (SD) state or vortices with opposite chirality in the FM layers.  When FM coupling is presented, 
either SD states or vortex states with parallel alignment of the magnetic moments are observed. Thus, by 
varying the structural and material parameters of the array it is possible to design the magnetic properties 
for making functional nanoscale devices.  
In this paper, we report on the magnetic properties of Co/Pd/Co and Co nanodisk arrays. In accordance 
with [5], the use of a Pd interlayer allows producing a system with strong indirect FM exchange coupling 
only, because AFM coupling is absent. Another important point is that the samples were deposited by 
thermal evaporation of metals in vacuum, which secures the immiscibility of atoms in Co/Pd interface [6]. 
We neglect the influence of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy on the properties of Co/Pd stacks, due to 
the relatively thick Co layers (tCo = 10 nm). A normal component of magnetic anisotropy emerges when 
the thickness of Co layer is less than 1 nm [7]. 
2.Experimental details 
The nanodisk arrays were fabricated using electron-beam lithography system (Raith E-Line, Germany), 
lift-off PMMA 950K resist processing and thermal evaporations in ultra high vacuum (UHV). The 
PMMA resist was developed in high sensitive MIBK-IPA (1:3) solution. After development in the 
solution Co and Pd layers were evaporated on the patterns in «Omicron Nanotechnology» UHV system 
with base pressure Ɋ = 5×10-11 Torr. The evaporation rate was 1 nm/min for both materials. The thickness 
of layers was controlled by a quartz sensor. The polycrystalline structure of films was demonstrated by 
reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) oscillations observed in-situ. The growth sequence 
was Pd(3nm)/Co(10nm)/Pd(tPd)/Co(10nm)/Pd(3nm), where Pdt =0 and 0.8 nm. The top and bottom Pd 
layers were 3 nm thick and were used as a cap and buffer layers respectively.  We fabricated Co 
nanodisks with the following diameters D = 200, 400, 600 and 800 nm.  The period of the nanodisk array 
was l  = 2D. Magnetic hysteresis properties were measured by longitudinal magneto-optical Kerr effect 
using «NanoMOKE-2» set-up with laser spot size 5 ȝm. The quality of the arrays was studied by atomic 
force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electronic microscopy (SEM). The standard deviation of 
fluctuations in the film thickness was determined from AFM images. The amplitude of fluctuations was 
0.9 nm in the growth direction and 70 nm in the plane. The magnetization reversal was studied by 
«Ntegra Aura» magnetic force microscope (MFM) with an in-plane magnetic field ± 800 Oe.  
3.Results and discussions 
Fig.1 shows the hysteresis loops of arrays of single and trilayer nanodisks. External magnetic field was 
applied in the {01} direction of the arrays. The hysteresis loops exhibit kinks at Hn and Ha fields, which 
mark the nucleation and annihilation of vortex states [8]. The values of critical fields (Ha and Hn) were 
determined from hysteresis curves using dM/dH = f(H)  dependence, see fig. 1a. Increasing the diameter 
of trilayer nanodisks has the effect of reducing Hn (Ha) from 1.25 kOe at D = 200nm to 0.25 kOe at D = 
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800nm. This dependency on diameter demonstrates that magnetization reversal occurs through vortex 
core displacement. 
The nucleation and annihilation fields of vortex state for Co and Co/Pd/Co nanodisks are shown on Fig. 
2. We find a significant difference between the critical fields Ha and Hn of the nanodisk (D = 200 nm) 
arrays made of single Co layer and those made of trilayer. In dots of diameter D = 400nm and above this 
difference almost vanishes. The reason for this behavior lies in the additional dipolar field existing 
between the magnetic layers of Co/Pd/Co nanodisks. 
We calculated the dependences of Ha and Hn on the diameter of single layer and trilayer nanodisks 
using the “rigid” vortex model proposed in [9, 10] and developed in [3, 11]. To do the calculations for 
trilayer system, we took into account the magnetostatic interaction of adjacent layers only. The good 
agreement between the experimental data and the theoretical predictions (Fig.2) indicates negligible 
influence of indirect exchange coupling on values of Ha and Hn. The magnetostatic interaction and 
indirect exchange coupling between adjacent Co layers in trilayer system have the effect of stabilizing the 
uniform magnetization state in each layer compared to the case of single layer nanodisk. This is why the 
vortex nucleation and annihilation fields occur at a higher field in trilayer nanodisks than in single layer 
ones. 
 
Fig. 1. The hysteresis loops of Co (dash) and Co/Pd/Co (line) nanodisk arrays with D = 200 nm (ɚ), 400nm (b), 600 nm 
(c) and 800 nm (d). The insets show SEM images of the Co/Pd/Co samples. The scale is 400 nm for all images. The 
dM/dH = f(H) curve is show on fig (a) by dots. 
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Fig. 2. Experimentally measured the annihilation (Ha) (filled 
circles – Co nanodisks, filled triangles – Co/Pd/Co 
nanodisks) and nucleation (Hn) (open circles – Co nanodisks, 
open triangles – Co/Pd/Co nanodisks) fields and 
corresponding calculations (dash and solid lines) as a 
function of nanodisk diameter. 
Fig. 3. MFM image of trilayer nanodisk array (D = 200 
nm) with non-uniform states at zero applied magnetic field. 
The MFM image of the array shows that there are configurations with a non-uniform distribution of 
magnetic moments in trilayer nanodisks with D = 200 nm at zero applied magnetic field, Fig.3. The 
magnetic moments across the neighboring cells of the arrays form closed magnetic configurations that 
minimize the magnetostatic energy. This can be seen through the formation of a texture of magnetic poles 
within each disk in Fig.3. This texture is not random.  The white stripes alternate at 90 degrees from one 
disk to the next. This long range pattern obviously arises from magnetostatic interaction between disks, 
which decreases during magnetization reversal as the vortex state has circular symmetry. 
Fig.4 (d,i) demonstrates high resolution MFM images of the vortex state as well as non-uniform 
magnetic configurations. The investigation of magnetization reversal in two nanodisks with different 
magnetic configurations using MFM shows that in a case of the non-uniform configuration the saturation 
magnetization state is achieved at smaller magnetic field, than in the vortex state. This fact can be 
explained by the magnetostatic interaction between nanodisks, which promoted the reduction of critical 
fields [12].  
Hereby, there are two possible configurations of the magnetic moment distribution in nanodisks 
composing of the array. These configurations are caused by fluctuations in the thickness of Pd interlayer 
leading to the formation of magnetic pinholes. The density of pinholes in the interlayer defines the value 
of direct FM exchange coupling. To confirm our hypothesis, we simulated the micromagnetic structure of 
the nanodisks during magnetization reversal using OOMMF software package [13].  The simulation 
considered indirect FM exchange coupling between Co layers and the magnetic pinholes through the Pd 
interlayer. 
To model the experimental system we used following parameters: the saturation magnetization MS= 
1350 Gs, the cell size is 5×5×0.8 nm3, the magnetic anisotropy constant K = 0 because samples are 
polycrystalline, the exchange constant A = 3 × 10-6 erg/cm and the constant of indirect FM exchange 
coupling JFM = 0.25 erg/cm2 [14]. The estimation of the direct FM exchange coupling Jph, occurring as a 
result of pinhole presence, was done according to the expression [15]:  
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where nph is a pinhole density, dph is a pinhole diameter, dPd is the thickness of Pd interlayer. 
Using the pinhole parameters defined experimentally in [15, 16]: pinhole diameter dph ~ 1,0 – 1,1 nm, 
distance between pinholes l ~ 10 – 15 nm, we calculated the density of pinholes as phn ~ 10
12 ɫm-2 and 
the energy of direct FM exchange Jph = 0.32 erg/cm2. The mesh of the OOMMF software limits the size 
of pinholes to an area of 5 × 5 nm2. Therefore to keep the area of pinholes constant, we used in the 
calculations dph = 5 nm and l  = 50 nm. 
We estimated the value of FM magnetostatic energy caused by interface roughness [17]. This value is 
Jph = 0.014 erg/cm2, which is considerably less than Jph. Thus, we neglected this energy.  
 
Fig. 4. The calculated distribution of magnetic moments in trilayer nanodisk (D=200 nm) with indirect FM 
exchange coupling: (a-d) – without pinholes, bottom (e-j) – with pinholes. (a,b) and (e,f) are represented 
bottom and top magnetic layers, correspondingly. (c,i) – micromagnetic simulation images, (d,j) – MFM 
images. 
The micromagnetic calculations for the nanodisks with edge defects were performed.  Masks for 
calculation were obtained from SEM images. We found that the defects lead to a slight decrease the 
values of critical fields and don’t change the spin structure. The results of the micromagnetic simulation 
of ideal trilayer nanodisk D = 200 nm are presented in Fig.4. This shows that in nanodisks with indirect 
FM exchange coupling vortices with opposite chirality are formed. The out-of-plane magnetization Mz of 
vortex cores in bottom and top magnetic layers is unidirectional, i.e. vortices have the same polarity, 
Fig.4 (a,b). The presence of pinholes in the interlayer leads to “S”-like state with opposed magnetic 
moment in Co layers (Fig.4 (e,f)). Fig.4 (c,i) shows the calculated MFM contrast distributions for vortex 
and non-uniform states. These simulated images are in good agreement with experimental MFM results 
represented in Fig.4 (d,j).  
4. Conclusion 
We have presented an investigation of the magnetic properties of Co/Pd/Co and Co nanodisk arrays 
fabricated by electron beam lithography. We demonstrate that indirect FM exchange coupling and 
pinholes in Pd interlayer promote a non-uniform “S”-like state with antiparallel ordering of magnetic 
moments in adjacent layers of ɋo/Pd/Co nanodisks with D = 200 nm. In case of absence of pinholes in 
the same nanostructures, the vortex states are only possible. In single layer and trilayer nanodisks with D 
= 400 - 800 nm the vortex states are formed only. 
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